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8. President
Washington, April 8 How to steer
Washington, April
Wilson stood on the speaker's rostrum the new tariff bill through congress
in the hall of the house today and to the statute hoU:s is tho question
personally read his first message to now confronting democratic Jeac.ere
congress, the first president since of tbe administration. t,arly toaay
John Adams to exercise that privilege. the democrats met in caucus, but imThe renewal ot a' custom of a cen- mediately adjourned to await the
of President Wilson.
After
tury, abandoned and now surrounded message
for working committees of
by such wide difference of opinion providing
extra session they will consider
among members of congress itself, attracted to the capitol an assemblage the tariff bill as Introduced by the
and means committee.
necessarily less in numbers, but cer- ways
The
principal problem confronting
the
than
no
less
distinguished
tainly
the house 'leaders, who are listening
company which attended the presito members of the senate for the sake
dent's inauguration.
of harmony, is whether the bill
in
was
machine
A moving picture
should be reported in the house in its
stalled to preserve a record of the
entirety or schedule by schedule.
historic event for the government's Democratic
senators who oppose the
archives.
schedule with provision for free sugPresident Wilson slipped away from ar in
three years objected to considthe White House quietly after the eration of the tarifi as one bill.
cabinet meeting, accompanied only by
Though no decision has been
his secretary and one secret service
there was a probability toreached,
man, and, upon arriving at the capitol,
the house caucus might dethat
day
was escorted to the rostrum in the
termine
finally to segregate the sugar
house, where Speaker Clark sat on
schedule,
taking up all the other
one side and Vice President Marshall schedules and the income tax as one
at the other.
bill. It also was probab''e that the
The president, speaking with his question of the method of considerausual clearness of tone and notable tion might not be determined by the
diction, read his message, while the caucus but be taken up on the floor
company, actually packed into the of the house after the bill had been
chamber, gave the closest attention.
reported from the ways and means
President Wilson began his mes- committee.
Chairman underwood
has stated that the question need
sage as follows:
"I am very glad indeed to have this not be determined at once, as xne
opportunity to address the two houses bill could be separatej into sections
directly and to verify for myself the any time the house deemed it expediimpression that the president of the ent to take such action.
United States is a person, not a mere
department of the government, hailSNOW IN COLORADO.
ing congress from some (isolated island of jealous power, sending messDenver, April 8. Snow is general
ages, not speaking naturally and with
his own voice; that he is a human throughout eastern Colorado today,
with other with six inches fresh fall reported
being trying to
human beings in a common service. from the Cripple Creek district. The
After this pleasant experience I shall temperature is colder than normal at
feel quite normal in all our dealings this time of the year throughout the
Rocky Mountain regions. Conditions
with one another."
indicate fair weather except in eastThe president was cheered as he
ern Colorado and northeastern New
mounted the rostrum in the house Mexico and little
change in temperachamber and shook hands with Speak- ture.
iner Clark. As he began to speak.
tense silence settled in the great room
and he used only an ordinary tone as
he explained his coming in person to
deliver his message.
I
of
As the president read on, every eye
was riveted toward the speaker's,
stand with its new occupant. Never
fn the life of any man present had
a president occuiaed that historic
'
place in such a capacity.
j
The dangers to you of
Here was the head of the nation
thoughtless buying are many.
come to assert that he was a person, j
his time that
"A man lories
"a human being" come to deal with
conies early to a bad bargain,'
his fellow men in control of the na-.- ;
runs an old German, proverb.
tion's destiny as a man of force, not
You lose more
than your
a mere department of the govern-time, for heedless purchasing
ment. It was all so unusual that to
meaus wasted
money, effort
many it seemed almost unreal, but ;,
and thought.
Poor quality Is
the president, smiling as he spok
high at any price.
and talking to tue, great assemblage
"How can I avoid it?" you
as man to man, soon developed in the
"I want the best my monsay.
'
gathering a fellow feeling.
ey will command, but I cannot
The president read in a clear voicc
know ail qualities."
Surely
which carried bis words to every cor-you cannot know everything
ner ut tbe ball. Members of the
about articles you buy, but you
bonne and senate eat throughout In
i hu I rust wifely U) the bounty
rapt attention, following every w'rd
of k"'wn worth.
of
f'oki-ly- .
A murmur of conv'rreatitin
your moui-Jiuy tin? hM
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UNITED

ENGLAND

IS

HELD TODAY

2,000 GUNS
T

BOOM

SALUTE BUT

A

OUT

CAUSING

REST Of

THE

TO

CUSS, THEY

SWEAR

THEMSELVES

THEY

00 IT

IN

.

ECHOES

FEINT NEW

.

NINTH

TO BLOW UP

OF GOVERNMENT

OF

MEXICO HELPED

THE LEGISLATURE,

IT THEY ACTUALLY SAID". "VOTES
UNITED STATES ANNOUNCES
WILL RECOGNIZE NEW FORM
FOR WOMEN AND DAMN THE

HELP THE LOYAL ARMY.

RATIF1EI1

THE NATION
IS CHANGED BY VOTES OF
THE STATES

FRAY AMERICA WILL BE A FRIEND WHAT CO YOU THINK OF IT? NEW

CAVALRY

BALLOT

AMENDMENT

A CONSTITUTION

IN

RING

THE FUTURE THEY WILL.
ELECT THEIR SENATORS BY
DIRECT

THE LEAVE PROFANE PLACARD ON
CASTLE THEY ATTEMPT
STREETS, CHEER UNTIL THE
GATHERED

PEOPLE,

IN

AT

CO

IT

RECENT

SESSION, TOOK FAVORABLE
ACTION ON QUESTION

CONSEQUENCES"

Washington, April 8. Direct elecPeking, ChiDa, April 8. The first
Dudley, Eng., April S. Militant sufbe-parliament of the world's youngest fragettes early today attempted O tion of United States senators
o
the
1
the
8.
amid
of
came
one
At
was
provisions
blow up the ruins of historic Dudley
Naco, Ariz., April
republic
inaugurated today
o'clock the heavy cannonading
general rejoicing, not only in the castle, parts of w Inch date back td constitution today by Connecticut 3
'
ratification of the amendment to that
Chinese capital, but throughout the the eighth century.
was resumed, with the state
town
forward.
The
effect. Thirty-siwere
hour.
the
states, the requisite
inhabitants
of
The
country.
troops pressing
,
have approved the
The sceen of the gathering of tbe awanenend by a loud explosion com-iif- g
After a thorough investigation the
advance was met with a terrific fire from the federal artilfrom the direction of the castle. change. It remains only for the govjoint inaugural session of the memphysicians insisted that the pontiff
e
of
senate
the
house
should take complete repose and
bers
the
of
A
and
lery.
large forca ot police was dispatc'.td ernors of all states which have acted
was a remarkable theie and on searching the surround- - favorably to formally notify. Secretary
bade him even to receive the usual
Possible destruction of the
representatives
one. Five hundred representtaives ins grounds found chemicals audi Bryan and for him to issue a procla- Mexican town of Naco, Sonora,
daily report on Vatican aifairs.
out of 274, all of them earnest looking b!t sting powder. Iv'ot of the po vd'.r matron announcing the change.
The only persons beside the physiand the American town opThe amendment to the constitution
out of 274, al of them earnest looking ! id failed to explode a.d the damage
cians who were permitted to see the
posite was prevented this afmen of mature years and nearly all do-'is the second within the last three
ternoon when a carload
of
was net seri'juo.
pope were Cardinal Jlerry del Val, the
dressed in European fashion with
Two oM siege gunr weighing i to.i months.
papal secretary of state, and the sisdynamite wrecked itself and
ters and niece of the pontiff.
The new amendment to the constifrock coats, silently awaited the ap- each vht3 thrown out of the embraexploded some distance out of
No official bulletin had been issued
sures of the castle by the explosion. tution, for the popular election of Unipointed hour of opening.
Naco, Sonora. The dynamite-loade- d
As the clock struck 11 several bands
car had been started
today concerning his condition, but
Many windows in a group of adja- ted States senators, is the seventeenth,
while cent cottages were broken, but none to be adopted. It reads:
a report is in circulation that the rethe
down a grade by rebels,
played the national anthem,
the assemblage rose to its feet.
"The senate of the United States
lapse he suffered last night was due
of the inmates was injured.
purpose being to explode and
s
to an affection of the kidneys.
The senior members of the house of
wreck the town held by
'Totes for women and damn the j shall be composed of two senators
in connection with the relapse suffederal force. A broken
representatives then made a few con- consequences" was painted on one of j from each state elected by the people
fered by the pope it is reported here
rail is supposed to have caused
gratulatory remarks to the notable tie old cannon and "In honor of Mrs.! thereof for six years; and each
The elec-o- f
bethat in consequence of the two
A quantity ator shall have .one rote.
on another.
gathering and formally declared both
.the
thejrack
the
houses open.
in
state
each
fore reaeuihg the town. The
stallnave
lengthy receptions of pilgrims given
bcaiitfitd
literature
Was
j
icrs
suffragette
Scenes of enthusiasm and jubila-by him yesterday, he was overcome
The police found no clew toifications requisite for electors of tlie
explosion was felt for miles.
Cy extreme fatigue.
The two recep-ton- s
tion followed before adjournment was! the perpetrators.
most numerous branch of ii;e stale
taVfn until A nril 1
T'ha Tirnrlin fro
obliged the pope to remain for
One account of the explosion says legislatures.
were nrief and simple. They were the suffragettes loaded and fired one
several hours without moving.
"When vacancies happen in the repnum- of the
a
In the course of the evening he
watched
interest
with
of any state in the senof
resentation
a
was
by
large
relic
8.
which
the
Xaco, Ariz., April
big guns
Meeting
suffered a slight fainting fit and Dr. advancing state troops nearly one ber of foreigners, who had packed the the Crimean war. It was a Russian ate, the executive authority of suchv
Andrea Amici, who also was in at- mile below Naco, Sonora, General galleries.
cannon captured at the siesre of Sel state shall issue writs of election to
Outside vast crowds thronged the astoDol
fill such vacancies, provided that the
tendance, had him put to bed and in- Ojeda's federals fought to day for three
jected a strengthening remedy. After hours. Bullets sprayed over the Ari- precinct of the par.iament buildings
legislature of any state may empower
a few minutes the pope recovered con- - zona town of Naco, wounding four and cheered as a salute of 101 guns
the executive thereof to make temporMail Boxes are Destroyed
sciousness and spoke to those around negro troopers of the Ninths cavalry boomed from the city wall.
London, April 8. Another campaign ary appointments until the people fill
decAll
streets
were
the
the
of
hjm
destruction was started by the mili- the vacancies by election as the legiscity
of
border patrol and one array teamster.
orated with flags and triumphal arch- tant suffragettes of London against lature may direct."
By the doctor's instructions the pope None is expected to die.
es. The occasion was observed as a the mail boxes today. Hundreds of
will remain in bed, suspending all
The amendment primarily transfers
Shortly after 8 o'clock, the federals
his habitual occupations until further retired to town, but were not pursued general holiday throughout China.
boxes were rendered useless and much the power of 2lecting senators from
Yuan Shi Kal's message to parlia- mail was destroyed by the use of j the state legislatures to the peopla at
orders.
by the "constitutionalist forces. FolAn official statement of the pope's
which was not read publicly, acids, ink and burning rags.
ment,
To effect this change it
j the polls.
lowing his previous record of daring
condition published in the. Osserva-tor- e strategy, Ojeda did not permit the since his presidency is still provisionwas necessary to alter the machinery
!
Romano this evening says:
for the filling of vacancies in the sen- BIG STRIKE EXPECTED.
state troops to open the attack. He al, consisted of hearty congratulations
"Since yesterday evening the Holy met them half way, and temporarily and the expression of hope that the
e.
7.
railThe
j
Sydney, N. S W, Aprl
Father has been indisposed with a held back tbe advance with wicked republic would last 10,000 years. The way strike is becoming general,' For more than 00 years proposals
relapse of influenza. His condition artillery fire. Naco is well fortified American charge d' affaires has inti- - throughout the whole of Australia bave been made to change the consti- '
is causing no anxiety, hut he re- and if the state
troops attack they niated to the Chinese government an naa assume(i serious proportions. union so as to provide for the direct
much
that
of
the
rest.'
quires
recognition
republic by passener 6erTjc6 is seriously cur- election of senators. It was not, how-th- e
must take trenches by assault
A consultation between
Professor
United States will be made when tailed and the movement of freight ' ever, until June 24, 1911, that thft
The fight was opened by Ojeda,
Kttore .Marcniafava and the physi- whose 300 federals met the advance the parliamentary officers have been is almost at a standstill.
induced for the first time
j senate was
cians in attendance upon the pope of nearly 2,000 state troops with appointed and quorums declared. BraDemoralized conditions prevail. To- - in its history to give its consent tozil and Mexico will act at the same
this evening is reported to have
tal suspension of rail traffic over the the change. On that day it voted to
rattling volleys from eight machine
is
with
as the United States.
affected
the
time
that
pope
proved
entire commonwealth is probable by j submit to the states the proposed
guns and two field pieces. Operating
nephritis or inflammation ot the kid- two of the federal pieces were two
j tomorrow.
In the event ot such an amend rnent The resolution to aub-neys, and it was expected that the American negroes, deserters from the
business
virtually would mit had already passed the house ia
eventuality
JAPAW WILL RETALIATE.
greatest anxiety is felt.
come to a standstill
and the loss a somewhat different form. Before
Ninth United States cavalry stationed along the border here.
Tokio, Japan, April 8. The hollow, would be incalculable. Australia has adjournment of the session, both
UPSETS THE "COPE."
General Obrcgon's artillery equip- nes of an American advocacy of not faced such a crisis in many years. houses agreed to tbe language to be
Los Angeles, April S. George W. ment consisted of four rapid fire equality is the subject of an ironical
employed, and the resolution was de- DaCunha, known as an advocate of pieces and one cannon. But the rifle editorial article
in the Asahi, the
posited with the secretary of state
marriage by public allotment, demon. fire from the constitutionalist ranks leading independent newspaper vt j
May 16, 1912, for distribution anions
Btrated today that he had repudiat- was more severe and appeared more Japan, which says that Californians
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
.the states.
ed his own theory by introducing his effective than the artillery.
Tbe original theory in establishing
propose to treat their neighbors
CMtie choice of senators was that they
wife, a Santa Monica young woman
At the first shots, residents of this across the Pacific worse than neg- 41 4. 4.
4
f 4. 4
whom he had wooed and won in the town were hurried out of bed by roes. The article continues:
Washington, April 8. Senate: Met represented the states, whereas tho
world-ol".
tho
j members of the house represented
"The
way.
agitation will at noon.
troopers of the Ninth and Fifth cavWhile a resident of Mont Clair, X. alry. Stores were not opened and impress us with a keen sense of hu- Proceeded to house chamber for people of their district, it was be- cause of this theory of the state as a
J., several years ago, DaCunha came all residents of the Arizona town hur-- ! tniliation which will require many j joint session.
into public notice by his advocacy of ried to tbe theater, a thick adobe years to efface. Americans must be j Senator Shafroth introduced a reso-- j unite that all states, large and small,
marriage by lot, under the supervi- - bttilding reckoned to be bullet proof, j prepared for a cool reception when lution to chanue time for beginning of were given equal representation in
'con.-'res- s
sion of public institutions, but his Balls from the long range Mauser they visit or settle in Japan,
to first Monday in January the senate, Rhode Island having the
own marriage to Miss Kllen I. Swain rjf jes plunged through houses on this i
elections and inaugura-- . same number as New York or Penn-- i
j after national
wa3 not the result of a public draw- - j
tion of president to second Monday ini'fiylvauia. In the theory of the consti
Cf the line, as if firea at close
j
tution framera this entity cf tho fitat-ing and DaCunha now admits his range.
WOOL TRADE SLOW.
January.
at:
do-m.
was thus made more distinct under
1:20
until
tbe
it
theory was all wrong. Although the
8.
p.
in
Sales
j
Mass.,
Adjourned
Boston,
early
fighting,
April
During
r.tc 1, and tie kv '3 I
fie
marriage took place last December, j vdoped, a group of Ya'jui Indiana ocwool
continue light, al- nesday noon,
it was not publicly known until to-- ; culJe(J tne bull ring, a half mile f rom though a fairly good transfer Is re-- ,
Islatare was regarded as tne emt&w
House: Met at 12:20 p. in.
1
f ;r ( v.
in n
; t
j
iay. According to DaCunha, h; feared town, but were driven from (be posi-- j ported in unwashed di laii e. Del- - Re cicd m n.bcrs 0:
he would become the victim of ridi- tion by an assault of
do-l',
r '
t
reg-- j erg are said to be
tlty. La'f-- r it
operating cautious-- ! joint Bcsion listened to president
cule.
v' ,
'
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Rome, April 8. Pope Pius suffered
a severe relapbe in tbe course of last
night. He was very feverish, his
temperature rising to 100 degrees. Dr.
Aiarcliiafava was with him for an
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the time of the preliminary hearing
this afternoon.

DUANIMBE
RELEASED

No Longer Do Women Feer The Greatest of All Human Bleuing.

NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

.

APRIL

It

How does

M., April 8.

a

asking the court to release Buckmann changed since last night.
on bond and to fix the amount at the
The acting governor found the
sum agreed upon by himself and the
chair iust about the right
district attorney. The court bound size and, accustomed to do editorial
Buckmann over and set the bond as work, he had no trouble swinging the
requested.
pen while leaning over a broad flat
Buckmann admits that he did shoot "editorial" desk.
and kill Benaviaes, and that he
Makes an Appointment
wounded two of his companions at
His first official act was to appoint
the same time, but claims he did so A. C. Torres member of the board
in
to his of regents of the Xew Mexico School
According
story he was set upon and knocked of Mines at Socorro, vice Leopold
down by Benavides, Prudencio Garcia Contreras, who has resigned.
and Rafael Pargas, whom he woundThe governor took up the matter
ed and Jaeobo Gomez, who escaped of the appointment of commissioners
uninjured. He claims that after he to the Albuquerque fair and said he
had emptied his revolver at the quar- would probably announce their names
tet two of them chased him several this afternoon.
hundred yards.
Why he Acts
Gomez, on the other hand, claims
A good many people were asking
that Buckmann struck a horse the why the lieutenant governor may act
four were driving and that they then when Governor McDona'd is in the
jumped Into the road near Buckmann state. The answer is found in section
at 'Which time he began shooting,
7 of article 5 or the constitution; "In
The fatal affair took place near the case the governor is absent from the
southern boundary of the Santa Fe state or is for any reason unable to
shop enclosure. Buckmann was ar- perform his duties, the lieutenant govrested afterward at the home of a ernor shall act as governor with all
friend who lives on South Arno powers, duties and emoluments ol
street, Undersheriff Lewis, accom- that office until such disability be
the cap- removed."
panied by Gomez, making
Governor McDonald is undergoing
ture.
Buckmann has been in the county medical treatment at St. Vincent's
jail ever since. A number of friends sanitarium and liis physician, Dr.
today circulated a bond for him, and .lames A. Massie, does not think it
It was only owing to a misunder- wise for the governor to be bothered
standing that this was not ready at with affairs of state. Hence there is
v

hip g

Is

those

much-talked-

Attorney Leroy O. Moore attended the
a physical disability and the lieuten opening of the federal court by Judi;e
ant governor takes the reins of gov William H. Pope. Among the witnes
ses who have arived to oppear before
eminent.
"I think there is such a provision in the grand j.iry are Revenue Agnt
Messrs.
most of the constitutions of the Lcve, and his assistants,
states," said Attorney General Franl Mo : re and A Hard, all of Denver.
V. Clancy this morning in discussing
Back from DerrmQ
Chairman Williams of the state corthe situation. "I should hardly think
official business would be delayed if a poration commission, has returned
governor, for instance, were paralyzed from Deming and brinps the news that
and unable to sign his name, even if General Manager F. C. Fox, of the
Santa Fe, has ordered a box car to
he were in the state."
be placed at Ijmitar on a blind sid
Game Matters
Chief Deputy Game Warden Page B ing. The car will be partitioned off
is forging
Otero sent the Xew Mexican a copy of for freight. "Deming
a
letter from Forester Henry S ahead," said Mr. Williams, "and it is
Graves, written to E. V. Long, of Las pleasing to note the energy in the
town. "While in Deming, I had the
Veaas, in order to "correct the impre
sion under which some are laboring pleasure of greeting a former Santa
that the creation of the Pecos national Fe newspaper man, Clyde Earl Ely.
game reserve (United States Senate who is making quite a success of his
Hill No. G942, introduced by Senator paper, the Deming Graphic. He has
T, B. Catron, of Xew Mexico) would installed a linotype and has made a
paper out of the Graphic.
either prohibit grazing or further restrict any privileges heretofore enjoy Mr. Ely seems to be well liked in
ed by citizens of New Mexico thereon. Deming. He is a hustler."
"The bill was drawn and introduced
simply and solely for the purpose of METALLURGY HEAD SELECTED.
San Francisco, April 8. Professor
providing a refuge for a few of our
Charles
E. Van Barneveld, head of
birds
animals
and
wild
fast vanishing
and prohibits the hunting or killing the mining department of the Uni
has been ap
of such on government lands, and in versity of Minnesota,
no sense was it contemplated to cur- pointed chlet of the department of
tail or restrict any privilege of graz mines and metallurgy in the division
of exhibits, of he Panama-Pacifi- c
in
ing or otherwise, further than as pro
vided by the United Slates forest reg ternational exposition.
His selection as chief of the deulations which have been in force
since the creation of the reserve. I partment of mines and metallurgy is
have ample authority for the above an assurance that the mining exhibit
will be one of the best ever seen at
statement from Senator Catron."
The letter from Mr. Graves follows an international exposition.
He has an intimate first hand ac
"January 13, 1913.
with the mining districts
quaintance
K.
V.
"Mr.
Long,
of the United States,
Canada and
"East Las Vegas, N. M.
the
of
extensive
result
travel
Mexico,
"Dear Sir:
"Your letter of January 6 addressed during his 11 years' service with the
to the secretary of the interior has Minnesota school of mines. For six
been referred to this office for reply. years prior to his connection with the
"I enclose herewith a copy of Sen- university he was engaged in general
ate Bill No. 0942, the bill introduced mining practice in the southwest and
in Mexico.
by Senator Catron for the establish
nient of a national game refuge within
the Pecos national forest, in the state
of Xew Mexico. As shown by the bill,
it passed the senate on August 13, 1912,
and is now under consideration by
the house of representatives.
"The purpose of the bill is made apparent by its wording, and is simply to lo the Merit of LydiaE, Pinkprohibit the killing of game animals
ham's Vegetable Comupon lands of the United States with
in the area described in the bill, but
pound during Change
not to interfere with the operation of
of Life.
local game laws as affecting private
or state lands within that area. The
Til.
"I shall always praise
game refuge if established by law Streator,
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
without further amendment to the
wherever I
:,;,! pound
bill, will not interfere wiih the use of
0. It has done me
the area for pasturage purposes or
so much good at
Change of Life, and
any other use not inconsistent with
V
.
it has alsohelpedmy
the puipose of the bill. The two oth
daughter. It is one
er national game refuges which are
of the grandest
at present within the national forests
medicines for woare utilized to their full grazing capac-eitmen that can be
and are freely accessible to all
bought. I shall try
to induce others to
citizens desiring to enter thereon for
J. II.
try it
any purpose except the killing of
206 N.
Campbell,
same upon the government lands. The Second
St., W. S., Streator, Illinois.
boundaries of the proposed refuge are
Philadelphia, Pa.
"It was at the
described in the bill, and by laying 'Change of Life' that I turned to Lydia
them off on a map you may readily E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
determine the part of the Pecos na Ubing it as a tonic to build up my systional forest which will be included in tem, with beneficial results." Mrs.
W. Venango St,
the game refuge, Is one is established. Sara IIaywakd,
Pa.
(Tioga)
Phila.,
The parts of the forest which will not
San Frannxco, Cal.
" I have taken
be Included within
the refuge are LyJia E. Pinkham's Vegetablo Combriefly as follow: The tier of frac-- ! pound for many years whenever I
I have gons through
Iloiiiil township)) In raiie Jj east, with would
bint,
ihii
jroj(liiiiilu wblib of five miles. the Chuiii- - of LIf without any troubli-'Tim li'-- of IliiHloiiiil lowlthhlpx Ik and tliiiiik tlx) Cmnpoiitid for it. J
lii bin! to women
in) it b
I'1 "i"'. al'li n
yuiiii (,'if
MH 'if
uppioi '( iil
M':!. C, liAllKfli,
lin-i'ij;..o-mil,
u,n fun ti,,i,ij 'ill
.n.
Il iiiiii
faiii'fi ,.,t ,,( J,yi,a I). J'ir.Mirtlii
Il'
1 I he Kiu
li
'
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THREE WOMEN
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Every Child
Has a Right
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There's a lesson about coffee which is apt to come late
in life when unsteady heart, disordered digestion and upset
nerves drive home facts which should have been known years
before.
drug, that
Coffee contains caffeine, a
doctors and hygienists know to be harmful to both young
and old.
habit-formin- g
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OF UNUSUAL BEAUTY
Never have wash goods possessed such exquisite beauty and daintiness as this season. New,
rich and attractive color combinations on soft and sheer fabrics produce very pleasing results and
are specially desirable for the popular draped effects of the present season.
We are showing both quality and fabric in a large variety of the season's best styles, all
'
extremely low prices.

JiO'iues
t'l'OWI- -

Seersuckers

i7c

Ratines

25c to $1.00

Sunbean Silks

25c

Fancy Crepes

Parisian Voil

25c

Mercerized Tissues

25c

Gorgeon Crepes
Crepe Etoil

Soisettes

25c

Voils, plain, striped or dashed.

18c to 40c

50c
40c

Las VeasLoadingSioro

"Wooltex"
Suits

Established

. .

.25c to 50c

"Franker

&.Jasemz&6 Son

For Women

Suits
For Men

South Side Pkjo

1862

Eg

RECTORS PROTEST
AGAINSTCHANGE
OF NAME
EPISCOPAL CLERGY DO NOT LIKE
THE PROPOSED TITLE OF
"AMERICAN CATHOLIC."

Xew York, April 8 A protest
against the elimination of the word
"Protestant" from the title of the
Protestant
Episcopal church, and
also against the proposed adoption
of the name "American
Catholic
Church" (both of which measures
have recently been agitated) has
been signed by fifteen of the most
prominent rectors of the diocese of
Xew York.

The protest has been forwarded to
the Right Rev. Daniel S. Tuttle of
Missouri, presiding bishop of the
church, upon whom it urges it would
be impolitical and to the disadvantage of the church's growth to drop
the name "so long and honorably
borne."
rector of St.
Bishop Courtney,
James', heads the list of signers of
the letter to Bishop Tuttle. The Rev.
Dr. Grosvenor, dean of the Cathedral of St. John the Divine, Is another
signer, and among the rest are the
rectors of some of the most fashionable as well as the most populously
attended churches in the city.
The letter, made public last night,
is in part as follows:
"We believe the time to be inopportune (for changing the name),
the great number opposed to
the change will be sincerely disturbed by such action; because it seems
quite evident that those who desire
a change cannot agree upon a name,
and because church unity, of which
we are becoming more hopeful, can-- .

not be advanced by a church which
deliberately destroys its own peace.
"We do not undertake to discuss
herein the adequacy of our present
name, though we insist that there is
a vast difference between the question of the church's wisdom in its original selection and the proposal to
drop the name which the church has
honorably borne since our people became a nation.
"We wou'id not engage in controversy concerning the substitute
names which have been suggested,
though we warn our people against
any step which would turn from us
the important tide of Immigration
from Northern Europe, most definitely Protestant in its charcter, and
many intelligent people who come to
us from southern Europe and who
have a
antipathy to any
name which suggests to them ecclesiastical tyranny.
"We would further add that we are
convinced that a name which would
drive from us the best of the immigration would also seriously alienate
the sympathy of 20,000,000 Protestant
Christians in our land who have today a regard for our church, which,
with less than 1,000,000 communicants, stands only ninth in order of
membership. We cannot retain this
regard by deliberately rejecting that
part of our name which they consider the best proof of our relationship with them or by advancing extravagant and exclusive claims."
Others who signed the letter are
Revs. William
T. Crocker, rector
Church of the Epihpany; ; W. N. Guthrie, rector St
Henry Moffet, rector Church of the
Holy Communion; H. P. Nichols, rector Holy Trinity church; Lelghton
Parks, rector St. Bartholomew's
church; Howard C. Robblns, rector
Church of the Incarnation; Karl
rector St. George's; Theodore
Sedgwick, rector of Calvary; Herbert
Shipman, rector Church of the Heavenly Rest; Charles Lewis Slattery,
rector Grace church;
Ernest M.
deep-seate-

Stires, rector St. Thomas'; George
Alexander
rector Christ
Strong,
church, and George It. Van De Water, rector St. Andrew's, Harlem.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
BROLMO
Take LAXATIVE
Quinine
Tablets. Druirgists refund money If It
fails to cure.
E. W. GROVE'S signature is on each box. 2!c.

STRAIGHT

d

e.

Sold

by Druugists.

pation.

tor

Recommended
C. H.

Price 75c per

a Good Reason

Grant, 230 Waverly St., Peoria,
Ills., says: "Backache and congested
kidneys made me suffer intense pains.
Was always tired and floating specks
bothered me.
Took Foley Kidney
Pills and saw big improvement after
third day. I kept on until entirely
freed of all trouble and suffering.
That's why I recommend Foley Kidney
Pills. They cured me." 0. G. Sehae-fe- r
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Found a Cure for Rheumatism
"I suffered with rheumatism for two
years and could not get my right hand
to my mouth for that length of time,"
writes Lee L. Chapman,
Mapleton,
Iowa. "I suffered terrible pain so I
could not sleep or lie still at night.
Five years ago I began using Chamberlain's Liniment and in two months
I was well and have not suffered
with
rheumatism since." For sale by all

Rei-lan-

dealers.

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

J. M. Cunningham,

AT IT

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh That
Contain Mercury
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange the whole system when entering it through the mucous surfaces.
Such articles should never be used except on prescriptions from reputable
physicians, as the damage they will
do is ten fold to the good you can
possibly derive from them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney and Co., Toledo, O., contains
no mercury, and is taken internally,
acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. In
buying Hall's Catarrh Cure he sure
you get the genuine. It 13 taken Internally and made in Toledo, Ohio, by
P. J. Cheney and Co. Testimonials
;
free.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constt-bottl-

CAPITAL PAID IN

$50,000.00

President.

D.

Frank Springer,

T. Hoskins, Cashitr.
Ass't. Cash.

K. S. Lewis,

.VEGAS

Mrs.

Interest PaJd On Time Deposits

CAPITAL STOCK

j

f.M--

Office Willi the San

-

-

MitM National

$30.000 00
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A FEW OF THE POPULAR WEAVES ARE

"--

,4 )!,.;

Vo-ittu-

SPRING WASH GOODS

;:::i!:iSi:.-i-:!i:-

to be informed about any article of food or drink likely to
affect his future welfare and comfort.

1p

1913.

con-vas-

Joy and comfort to know that
pains and other disIt feel to be governor of a great trusts that are said to precede child-bearinOf course the governor
state?
may easily be avoided. No woman need
COURT FIXES THE AMOUNT RE- knows, but another man knows to- fear the slightest discomfort if she will
n
and
QUIRED AT $5,000; CASE IS
day. He is E. C. de Baca, lieutenant lortlfy herself with the
remedy, "Mother's Friend."
A PECULIAR ONE.
governor, who became acting goverThis Is a most grateful, penetrating, exnor of New Mexico at 7 o'clock Sunthat at once softens and
ternal
Albuquerque, X. M., April 8. It Is day night when Governor McDonald makes application
the abdominal muscles and
pliant
Buck-man24
into
Otto
before
hours
likely that
stepped, withthi8 valise in hand,
IlfSamenta. They naturally expand without
the Swis, who shot and killtu St.. Vincent's sanitarium.
the slightest strain, and thus not only
Luis Benavides
od the night o
The acting governor slept at the banish all tendency to nervous, twitching
March 18, will he free to go and executive mansion Sunday night and spells, but there Is an entire freedom from
nausea, discomfort, sleeplessness and dread
come as he pleases until the next Monday morning "was on the job."
that bo often leave their impress upon the
Buckcourt
said
district
of
the
term
"I wish to see the governor,"
babe.
mann was today arraigned before visitor after visitor,
The occasion is therefore one of unR.
ofCraig,
Justice of the Peace George
"The acting governor is in his
bounded, joyful anticipation, and too much
who set his bond at J5.000, the com- fice," said Miss Olsen.
stress can not be laid upon the remarkable
Influence which a mother's happy, pre-natAnd there he was to be sure.
plaint having been filed before that
"Do you like your job?" asked the disposition has upon the health and forjustice some time ago. The amount
tunes of the generation to come.
of the bond was agreed upon by Dis- reporter.
"HENRY S. GRAVES,
Mother's Friend is recommended only for
and
U.
Manuel
smil-irVigil
trict Attorney
"Yes, I do," said Mr. de Baca,
"Forester."
Buck-mancomfort
of
the relief and
expectant mothers,
Mann and Venable, counsel for
Federal
Jury
thousands of whom have used and recom"How does it feel to bo the big mend it. You will find It on sale at all
The federal grand jury meets today
drug
Buckmann appeared in custody of noise : was asuea.
to the at the federal building. United States
stores at f 1.00 a bottle. Write y
TJndereheriff Dick Lewis. Mr. Ven- "Oh, all right," laughed the acting Bradfleid Regulator Co., 130 Lamar Blag., District Attorney S. B. Davis, Jr. Asmost instructive book on
able entered a formal plea of not governor.
sistant United States Attorney Herbert
"My hat is on the table Atlanta, Ga., for a
of all subjects, motherhood.
this
of
greatest
a
waiver
examination,
and
not
size
has
guilty
W. Clark and Assistant United States
(nfit in the ring) and its

Santa Fe, X.

8,

proposed refuge will be open to their
hunting of game even though the bill
proposed becomes a law.
"As a preliminary to a report upon
the bill the supervisor of the Pecos
a
national forest was requested to
the area affected and determine
the public sentiment existing therein
with reference to the Inclusion of the
area within a national game refuge.
It was found that with but few exceptions the residents of country adjacent
to the area were in favor or at least
not opposed to the creation of the
game refuge. During the grazing season of 1912 4,361 head of cattle and
horses and 12,891 head of sheep and
goats were grazed within the entire
Pecos national forest. The records of
this office do not show separately the
number of stock grazed within the
proposed game refuge nor the revenue
derived as grazing fees. This information may readily he secured from
Forest Supervisor Thomas R. Stewart,
of Santa Fe, N. M.
"Very truly yours,
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Constipation at Bottom of Most Seri

ous Illnesses Avoided by a
Simple Remedy.
Trace the origin of the commoner
ills of life and almost Invariably you
will find that constipation was the
LED BY EPISCOPALIANS,
THE
cause. It is not to be expected that
PROTESTANTS PREPARE TO
a
mass of fermented food can remain
BECOME ONE BODY.
in the system beyond its time without
New York, April 8. The most im- vitiating the blood and affecting the
portant step ever taken in this coun nerves and muscles. It congests the
try toward the ultimate reunion of all entire body.
The results are colds, fevers, piles,
Christians was announced yesterday
headaches
and nervousness with Its
the
Rev.
Arthur Lowndes, secreby
tary of the Christian Unity Founda- accompanying indigestion and sleeption. . This was the adoption at a lessness. There is only one thing to
conference held this week between do, and.thatls to remove the trouble;
members of the Disciples of Christ and when nature seems unable to do
and members of the Foundation of a it, outside aid is necessary. You
resolution endorsing a. proposed form will find the best of all .outside aids
of agreement between the Protestant-Episcopa- l a remedy that many thousands are
church and the Disciples now using for this very purpose, callof Christ whereby the two churches ed Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Many
may be amalgamated and come un- hundreds of letters are received by
Dr. Caldwell telling of the good reder one government.
sults
obtained, and among the enthusIn making this announcement Dr.
iastic
letters is one from Docia Wood
Lowndes was
to
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MAKE TIMBER

TOUCHED BY

SALE

FLOOD

ncur

Lnut

i n
OFFER IN NINE
MONTHS IS MADE BY AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT.

The questions answered below are
general In character. The symptoms
or diseases are given and the answers will apply to any case of similar nature.
Those wishing further advice free,
may address Dr. Lewif Baker, College Bldg., College-ElwooSis., Dayton, O., enclosing :
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must be given, but
only initials or fictitious name w"l
be used in my answers. The prescriptions can be filled rt any well- tocked drug Btore.
Anv drusvist
can order of dealer.

SPITE OF HIGH WATERS DEC
ORATION DAY DACE WILL BE
PULLED OFF

IN

wasmngion, April S. The forest
8.
Indianapolis,
Despite
service has just begun to advertise all rumors to Ind., April
the contrary which have
the twelfth large lot of national for been
freely circulated about the coun
est timber offered for sale within the
try, the Indianapolis Motor Speedway
past nine months. Altogether it has has not been
touched by the flood
advertised since July l, 1912, the be which
has held Indianapolis in its
ginning of the present fiscal year grasp
during the past week, and the
1
aooui z,tuu,uuu,wu
feet, and has speedway
DOCIA WOOD
management reports that
"4
.i
closed
contracts
for
the
sale
of
cures permanently. The effect of its
!, not a dollar's worth of property con
action is to train the stomach and ivv.vvv.vw leet. me latest adver nected with the big race track has
Miss Beatrice asks. Will you please scrawny, it is a ashme. "Why ean not
bowel .muscles to do their work nat- tised sale is of approximately
been harmed. The speedway is situat prescribe for one who is too fleshy I be like other women? I do not
feet of saw timber in the ed on
urally again, and in a short time all
high ground northwest of In so that about SO pounds can be taken work hard and have pretty good
forest about 35
forms of medicine can be dispensed Rainier national
and was several miles re off "
dianapolis
health."
with. It can be bought without in miles from Tacoma.
moved from the flood
zone. The
Answer: Obtain of any
Answer: You can "be like other
In offering national forest timber
convenience at any nearby drug store
roadway which leads to the speedway ed druggist a tube of
arbolene women" if you will follow my advice,
for
sale
the
government first makes from the central
for fifty cents and one dollar a bottle,
part of Indianapolis tablets and take regularly as per di which is to use three grain
an estimate of the quantity of JJmber
the latter size being regularly bought
is of solid concrete and today Is in rections accompanying same. Many
particular
tablets packed in scaled caron an area which would
emphasize of Little
naturally as perfect shape as it was before the of my
River Actdemy, North Caro- by those who already know its value
the fact that the conference was in-- !
patients have reduced at the tons with directions, and most widely
form a single logging unit, and which
rains began falling. The flood rate of a pound a day without any 111 prescribed by
formal and unofficial, and that those lina, who suffered with constipation Results are always guaranteed or offers
attractive opportunities for the heavy
intelligent physicians
will in no way injure the third an results.
present were acting as individuals. and indigestion so badly that she money will be refunded.
everywhere. They improve the nutrilumberman. The probable cost of
evno
could
m
m
not
If
at
well
and
member
of
e
sleep
has
night
your family
The Discip'ies of Christ at the confer,
nual
Intel natitfhal
Sweeption, add red corpuscles to the blood,
logging and manufacturing by a capence were the Rev. Dr. Peter Ainslie erything she ate distressed her. She ever used Syrup Pepsin and you able
"Howard"' writes:
"What can I improve the complexion, but thorough
stakes race scheduled for May 30, and
lumberman
is
then
estimated.
of Baltimore, the Rev. F. W. Burhain writes that after her mother had giv- would like to make a personal trial On
the basis of these estimates com- despite the tremendous excitement take for headache, dark spots before and regular use must follow to get
of Springfield, 111., the Rev. Dr. Finis en her Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin of it before buying it in the regular
bined with the figures for market caused by the flood interest in the my eyes, dizzy spells and also consti- these good results.
way of a druggist, send your address
Idleman of Des Moines, la., the Rev. she "can now eat anything "
great speed contest has never been pation?"
It has untold advantages over pills, a postal will do to Dr. W. B. Cald- values and freight charges the tim- lost sight of.
Dr. James M. Philputt of New York,
Answer: Constipation is the cause
"llr. Ben" writes: My joints are
is
ber
appraised and then advertised
and the Rev. Edward B. Bagby, the salts and the various coarse cathar- well, 417 Washington St., Monticello, for
Those who have planned to tour to of all your trouble, but I can cure becoming so stiff from rheumatism
with
the
sale,
as
appraised value
Rev. Henry C. Armstrong, the Rev. tics and purgatives, for while these 111.,' and a free sample bottle will be a
Indianapolis for the race have been you If you will follow my directions. that I can scarcely walk. Is there
minimum price.
p
Pepsin mailed you.
Francis H. Scott and William P. do but temporary good,
any help for me?"
The minimum prices set for the assured that they will find perfect road Get at the drug store three grain
tablets (not sulphur). These
Lipscomb, all of Baltimore, Md. The
conditions awaiting them. The InRainier
timber
Answer: Of course there is help
from
50
cents
to
vary
members of the Foundation present the Presbyterians. In 1910 they had general met in Chicago today and en- $1.50
diana roads are all in excellent shape, are packed in sealed tubes and con- for you and for all others who suffer
thousand
per
feet,
according
three-da1,142,359
communicants as compared tered upon a
discussion of
s
were the Rt. Rev.
Frederick
to the kind of timber. These are and with a few days' sun will be in tain full directions. These little
from rheumatism. Take the followwith 886,942 in the Protestant-Episco- .
the important problem of marketing
bowels
the
the
and
blood,
fine
Courtney, Rev. Canon George Wilpurify
condition
The
for
bridgtouring.
that
stumpage
prices
the
ing and you will be entirely cured.
is,
pur
and farm credits. "The conference is
pal church.
liam Douglas, the Rev. Reese F.
chaser buys the trees on the stump es damaged by the flood will all be liver are stimulated into- healthy ac- Iodide of potassium, 2 drams; sodium
should
in
be
It
line
with
understood
that
addressed
the
letter
clearly
by
the Rev. R. T. Homans, Francis
before race day, and tion and will gradually cure your salicylate, 4 drams; wine of colchi-cuthe work of the foundation Is entire- President Taft a year ago to the gov- and does all the logging, but pays ac repaired long
C. Huntington, David B.
there
is
which should detract trouble.
nothing
Ogden and
to
the board foot measure of
oz.; comp. essence cardiol, 1
cording
ly unofficial and distinct from that ernors of the different states proposDr. Lowndes.
from the success which will undoubt
the
The
oz.; "orop. fluid balmwort, 1 oz.; and
to
alms
logs.
government
of the commission on a world's con- ing a farm credit system as a means
"Little Girl" To cure your child or syrup
The Christian Unity Foundation is
attend the greatest automobile
sarsaparilla, 5 ozs. Mix and'
ference of all Christian bodies to con- for reducing the. cost of production of allow the manufacturer a liberal prof edly
an incorporated body which
get tincture cubebs, 1 take a teaspoonful at meal time and
on the basis that lumbering In race ever held within the history of bedwetting
it
was sider the faith and order of the food
ultiin
and
products
resulting
drain; corrp. fluid balmwort, 1 oz., again at bed time.
the sport.
founded in 1910 by 24 men of the
Church of Christ appointed by the mate relief to the consumer from volves a good deal of business risk,
tincture rhusaromatic, 2 drams.
and
the
all
the
midst
excite
of
Episcopal church. Its purpose is to last
During
minimum
and
the
stumpage prices
convention of the Protest- the high cost of living.
general
10 to 15 drops m water about
Give
ment of last week the speedway manendeavor to promote the Union of ant-Episcopal
"Mary J." says: "Every winter I
The conference will seek a remedy are fixed accordingly. Often, howchurcn, although Its
one
hour
before, meals.
an
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Quick and Easy Way Will Siicilen
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Without any of tie dmdg-ering day, an Electric F,at Iron does its work better,
and rnare economically. Every housewife will appreciate its convenience whether she does her own ironing
or not. If yon live in an electrically lighted home, you
should enjoy all the many benefits of a time, strength
Electric Flat Iron.
and money-saviy
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An Electric Flat Iron
Saves the Clothes, Too
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Smoothly and easily, an Electric Flat Iron glides over
the clothes no scorching or sticking scarcely any effort to guide its operation. The iron is quickly heated
tramp- an tays hot as lor as desired no
:g back and forth from ironing board to stove.
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'Two n't be long now before Old Sol
will be warming things up with his
bright rays. 'So it's not a bit too early

to start getting comfortable

under-

wear for the Summer days.

Our stock of undergarments of every
sort cotton and lisle is particularly
fine and extensive. All the wanted
weights are here, together with the
many novel conceits for the woman
who is "fussy" about her underwear.

Naturally comfort is the "wanted"
thing in underwear, and we insure it
by purchasing only from manufacturers with an established reputation
velvet-finisfor
garments.
well-fittin-
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

WE AR.C

Mrs. W. J. Lucas and son returnei
home this afternoon in company with
Mr. Lucas, who met them at Ratoi.
Mrs. Lucas has been visiting all over

PERSONALS

;

BETTER EQUIPPED

the east for the past three months,
most of the time at Pitta-burgShe also visited New York
and other places in that state.
There was no reason for any user
of chewing tobacco to. go without a
fragrant morsel under his tongue to
dal, as R. A. Phelps, representative
of Liggett and Myers, was in town
from his home In Albuquerque handing out a chew of Star to everybod
who looked receptive. The Optic force
was supplied and was in a happ-- '
frame of mind all day.

E. A. Tompkins of Denver waB. a stopping

In Every Department to Fill
AH Orders Than Ever Before
Wash Silk Waists with Robespierre Collars $1.25 to $2.50
White Lawn and Voile Waists
65c to 2.50
Tailor-mad-

Skirts from

e

$2.50to5.00
45 Inch Embroidered Voile

Flouncing
16 Button Length Silk Gloves
Special at 69c

Hoffman

&

Granbartti

THE POPULAR PRICE STORE
Agzat, far DORO THY DODD Shoes
IDEA 10c Pitienu

IT'S LIKE

140

MAIN

PHONE

A

aJ NEW

BREATH

FROM OLD IRELAND
PETE McCLOUD'S VAUDEVILLE
STUNT IS REFRESHING-

business visitor here today.
Ladies' braids made to order at
Taichert's, Phone Vegas 340.
W. A. Naylor of Mineral Hill was
a business visltot ja, the city today.
Edward Province of Santa Fe was
a business visitor in tlie city today.
J. E. Powers of Santa Fe came in
last night and is "registered at the
Castaneda hotel. ,,,,,,
W. C. Bansemta of Deming came in
this afternoon from his home for a
short business .visit.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L Fisher of Mineral Hill came in last night for a few
days' visit in the city.
Max Nordhaus left this afternoon
for his home at Albuquerque after-week's visit in the city.
Bias Sanchez of Wagon Mound left
this afternoon for Mora, after a short
business visit in this city.
Mrs. M. R. Williams left last night
for St. Louis, Mo., where she will vis
it relatives for a few weeks.
Louis Rosenback of Albuquerque,
a well known commercial man, was
a business visitor here today.
P. J. Hawthorne and Sol Harris of
Albuquerque came in last night for
a business visit in Las Vegas.
Mrs. E. S. Scott and son, Edward,
of Los Angeles, are in the city for a
two weeks' visit with Mr. and Mrs.
E. J. Scott.
E. G. Schooling, representative for
a well known' hardware firm of Mis
souri, was a business visitor in Las

ORIGINAL.

v'egas today.
Mr. and Mrs, J. R. Kirk left this
of
Duncan
Browne
and
for a six weeks' visit in
afternoon
Managers
the Las Vegas theatrical syndicate California for the benefit of Mr.
LY

think they have secured an excellent Kirk's health.
bill for their Duncan opera house, toThe ball fo be given by the Sisternight and Wednesday night only, in hood of Congregation Montefiore has
Pete McCloud and Cliff Dean and been postponed until Thursday even-in?,- ',
Company.
April 10.
McCloud pulls off a harp song and
L. B. Wooters, deputy stat bank
dance stunt, introducing clever Eng- inspector, came in last night from his
lish, comedy. As a breath from Old headquarters in Santa Fe for a short
Ireland McCloud gives several amu- business visit.
v
sing impersonations. He sings, dances
Mrs. J. P.. McDonald yeft yeBterday
and plays the harp, and ris efforts evening for Santa Fe where she will
to amuse are successful.
spend several days visiting her sister,
Cliff Dean and Company present Mrs. C. F. McKay.
a novel playlet etitled "A BurgA. E. Voigt, an official of the Sanlar's Nerve.
This skit contains ta Fe Railway company, with headsome humor and some pathos. The quarters in Topeka, was a business
burglar is especially wont to draw visitor here today.
the appreciation of the audience. He
. L.
Kahle, traveling agent for the
usually ijih.Vm a tremendous hit with Wells Fargo Express comapny was a
his slang, 'jivery member' of the visitor here for a short time today.
little company is an artist and tne He lives in Albuquerque.
whole piece is put on without a flaw.
John Matt of Kansas City, a
This company has come straight from brother .of, Joseph Matt, came in last
a successful run on the Pacific coast, night from his home for an Indefivia Salt .Lake and Denver. It ap- nite visit with his brother.
pears only in the best vaudeville
W. J. Stehle, representative for the
theaters in the country.
Morris Packing company, was here
The program tonight and tomorrow today on his weekly business visit.
night will begin promptly at 7:30 He lives in Albuquerque.
o'clock and there will bp two shows.
J. S. Lovern, representative for the
Admission 10 cents and 13 cents.
Reo Automobile Company, with headquarters in Albuquerque, came in last
night for a short business visit here.
Mr. and Mrs. Redfern of Chicago,
I0RE PACKAGES ARE
111.,
came in from their home last
night for a few weeks' visit here.
COMING EACH MONTH They are stopping at the Plaza hotel.
J. E. Evans, proprietor of the English Kitchen, left last night for Raton
IS DOING A where he will attend the court sesLOCAL POSTOFFICE
sion that is being held there this
IN
PARCEL
BUSINESS
BIG
G--

week.

POST DEPARTMENT.

The parcel post business has been
increasing largely since it was inaug.
urated by the government and the
reports for the past month show that
the business of the East Las Vegaa
postoffice increased by about 254
parcels over the business of February. The amount of increase since
the Inauguration of the parcels post
has been 33 3 per cent in the local
postoffice.
During the month of March the
postoffice recived 2,637 parcels and
dispatched 1,028 parcels, making a
total of 3,665 parcels handled. The
number handled during the month of
January was 3,265. During the month
of February the number was 3,391,
making the increase on the average
about 33
per cent. The total
number of parcels handled since the
system was started is 10,321There also has been a large increase in registered and insured
packages since tne first, of January.
Observation shows that the system
will be a complete success and the
time Is not far away when it will be
necessary to use a wagon or some
other conveyance for the delivery of
parcels In East Las Vegas.
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(Continued

senators elective by the people. Another resolution of similar import was
introduced by Representative Wright
of Ohio, in 1829. In 1850 Senator
Clemens, of Alabama, introduced the
first senatorial direct election resolution in the senate. Nothing resulted
from these movements.
It was Andrew Johnson who revived congressional agitation for the direct election of senators. As a member, of the house of representatives,
he introduced two resolutions for the
change, and in I860 renewed the agitation as a member of the senate. In
1868, as president, he sent a special
message to congress advocating the
measure, and then repeated his recom
mendations in hia annual message.
The subject was revived in 1873,
1S76, 18S6 and 1888, but without success. 1 8f'3 the house agreed to tho
proposition, as it did-- in the succeeding congress, and still again in 1898,
1000 and 1902.
The proposed change
on none or tnese occasions won a iavorable report from committees in the
in the senate.
-

Walter J.
player, told
Taft as the
he had ever

Travis, the great goli
this story to
best anecdote about golf

heard:

Old Mr. Brown had played the
game for years with great assiduity
and without any noticeable improvement in his performance. Employing
the same caddie erery afternoon, he
fought the greens and hazards Unrelentingly. The caddie, however, be-

gentleman play?"
"Yes, sir."
"How is his game?"

"Rotten, sir; very rotten."
much handicap can I give
him?",asked Mr. Brown, as if seeking
reliable information.
"not a
;
Sir
stroke; not a stroke."
"How
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Many of the picture theater devotees
of Las Vegaa will remember the re
markable feature reel, "The Cowboy
Millionaire," which was produced in
this city a little over a year ago. At
that time the picture scored a decided
hit. It did so all over the country
and the company owning the reels
has reproducecl them, something that
rnreiv ts done. The reels will be
shown here Wednesday and Thursday
nights at the Photoplay and Browne
theaters.
On October 21, 1S09, the Selig Poly
scope company released a one reel
feature western picture entitled "The
Cowboy Millionaire."
This subject sprang into immense
popularity which lasted until the pres
ent day. So many requests have been
made for a, new production of this
sensation that the Selig Polyscope
rnimianv renroduced the subject in
The story foltwo elaborate reels.
.

lows:

First Reel
"Bud" Noble, a handsome specimen
nf virile westeruism, is foreman of
the famous Diamond S ranch of Prescott. Arizona. The opening scenes of
the story show "Bud" and his cow
boys, together with those of other
nearby outfits, on their weekly
in the town of Preuoott. It is
half-holida-v

Saturday afternoon, the boys havi
tlinir pay chucks and ate in town for
a good time. Tho Utile street looKs
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slow-afte-

AND COMPANY
IN THE PLAYLETTE

"A BURGLAR'S NERVE"
SGME COMEDY, SOME PATHOS

west
again. After returning from the theater one evening, he sinks wearily into his easy chair to think it over. As
his glance wanders here and there,
his attention is arrested by a typical
western painting by Cyle Hoskins,
which adorns the wall of his den. He
Sudstudies the pointing lovingly.
"By
denly he gets an inspiration.
Jove, I'll do it." He sends for a messenger boys, scribbles the following
message and sends it:
Colonel Dalton, Foreman, Diamond S
Ranch, Prescott, Ariz.
life is killing me.
This high-broAm sending you special train. Bring
the whole outfit, horses and all. This
town needs excitement. Come and
help wake It up.

heart for the fresh air of the

PETE MCCLOUD
HARP,

S0.Q

AND DANCE

INTRODUCING
ECCENTRIC ENGLISH COMEDY

ALSO

kUl.Nl

"BUD."
A few days latter the outfit arrives
swell suburban station. Bud
leads the way in his auto, and the
boys follow at breakneck speed on
'

PICTURE

at a

their horses. The shouting, shootin
punchers in their chaps and sombreros soon create wild excitement en
the otherwise peaceful streets of the
suburb. Bud puts the entire outfit up
at his palatial home, much to the discomfort ot hia pretty wife, and some
Jusl as they are about; to retire selves. The colonel sure some happy.
highbrow neighbors. That evening after the boys have scrambled into the' maid hands them the following Just shot a coon, will send the bill to
you.
,....,
something resembling dress elothes Wire:
"On root. Everybody enjoying them
Bud takes them to the theater to see
"THE BOYS."
the melodrama, "Bertha, the Swenis
Machine Girl." The boys take excep...
tion to the villain's treatment of Ber-traand the play is stopped by the
shooting that follows. Then Bud takes
the outfit for a cruise on his private
On a two story stone house 6 rooms and bath in good condi
yacht. Sua sickness is one animal
2 lots, good location, close in.
tion,
that the boys cannot ride so they put
in port and return to the house. Afv
Bud
ter a wm-- of such excitenn-nt- ,
On two frarr.e houses on two lots on jjood rfhidence street
dei ides that lie ban had tmoiisdl uml
in
clotie in.,
the boya are wit. Lack to fix w''
contile privatu train.
,S't your own value juid
,
,!!'-rAfter iliM ili'iiiii t ui Bin! tijiim to I'U
sider your
tiim iii arm !! y ko t" l Id
(
D.UI
II
Jlillf 'mil ht
;

Admission, 10 and 15c
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roping and tying steers, horses, etc.
Finally one of the cowboys meets wiih
a tei rible accident. ' We see him
thrown from a vicious steer and gored
unmercifully by the brute. Nothing
daunted he arises and again attempts
to bulldog the steer. The battle rages
long and is all but won when suddenly the cowboy, loses his footing,
is tossed on the moddened steer's
horns and in this position is carried
right through a fence and several
other obstructions powerless to aid
himself. This puts somewhat of a
damper on the holiday crowd but
their spirits are quickly brightened by
astonishing news which is brought to
'Bud" in a telegram which the local
operator hands him. The message
reads:
"Your uncle is dead. You are sole
heir to his estate valued at several
Come at once."
million.
The astonished cowboys tumbled ov
er themselves in tneir excuemeuL.
Bud" proposes drinks for the crowd
and the scene ends in a wild rush for
the bar.
"Bud" leaves Prescott for Chicago.
Upon his arrival in the windy city he
at orice becomes the object of much
Hdicule because of his chaps and western clothes. He is directed by a kind
hearted policeman, to the office of
the attorneys who have the matter of
the inheritance In charge. Upon his
arrival at the office, however, he pays
but little attention to the words ot
the lawyer, his Interest centering in
the lawyer's pretty stenographer. She
returns his gaze of admiration and
soon the two are fast friends. "Bud"
asks if he may call that evening and
become better acquainted. She tells
him that he may. Happy as a school
boy with a quarter he rushes out of
the office to buy some store clothes.
That evening he demonstrates that
r
men from the west are not so
all, for when he leaves her
boarding house, the pretty stenographer has promised to be "Bud's" wife.
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W. Harris, President

Second Reel
One year later we see our cowboy
COPPER STOCKS DECREASE.
hero in the midst of the social swirl
New York, April 8. The statement of effete Chicago. This "Bud" learns
of the Copper Producers' association is a phase of life that a millionaire
for March shows a decrease In stocks cannot escape. It is one constant,
on hand of 18,032,928
pounds, com- monotonous, round of theaters, danmonth.
with
the
previous
pared
ces, parties, cruises, clubs, etc. "Bud"
is tired of it all and longs with aching

morning's count.
The republican state ticket seemed
MILLIONAIRE"
to have been elected with but one pos- "COWBOY
the
supreme justices.
sible exception,
For the latter two offices the republiRETURNS TO VEGAS
cans and democrats were running
The progressive candidates,
close.
judging from the night's returns, were FAMOUS FEATURE REEL WILL BE
beaten in every instance.
SHOWN AT BROWNE AND

Christiana, Norway, April 8. Failure
has overtaken the German arctic
expedition under 'Lieutenant
Most of the members are
to
have died on the ice of
believed
cxposure and scurvy and the commander-in-chie- f
is missing.
Four of the men have succeeded in
,
returning to Advent Bay,' Spitzber-gehsafe
are
two
others
probably
and
at " Treurenberg Bay.
The aviator, Cook, died from starvation. Nothing has been heard from
since he
Lieutenant Schroeder-Stanstarted on a sled expedition alone iu
August last year.
Captain Ritzche brought the first
news of the fate of the expedition in
January, when he returned to Advent
Bay in a deplorable condition and
was thought to be the only survivor.
A dispatch from Spitzbergen has revived hopes that a few others may be
alive. Among the party, besides the
officers and crew, were several German Bcientisls, Including a geologist
a 1olaiilnt and an ocwiiiographer.
KxtHirlt-iMof polar work was
larking mid Silii nquii)

Siiesiion

Geo. H. Hunker, Vice Prewf t$
Cleofes Romero. Vice President
Ivo W$ Civcly. Assistant Secretary
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
Sigmund Nahm, Cleofes Romero, Chas. Danziger, Daniel Cassidy, D. L.'Batchelor, Clemente Padilla, Jose A. Baca,
Cecilio Rosenwald, John W. Harris, Ceo. E. Morrison, Elmer E. Veeder, Jose Felix Esquibel, J. E. Brown, Bernhardt
c
Appet, George H. Hunker.
3

Brown's game.
One day a stranger came to the
links and arranged to play a round
Mr. Brown went
WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE, ON FACE OF v'th Mr. Brown.
and asked confito
his
caddie
over
TO
SEEMS
THE RETURNS,
dentially:
HAVE LOST
"Bobbie, have you ever seen this

Detroit, Mich., April 8. With yesterday's election returns far from
complete this forenoon, woman suffrage seemed to have been beaten.
Nearly all the counties which voted
against it last fall, when it lost out by
a margin of 720 votes, were registering and increasing vote against it
and several counties which favored
it in the fall election were turning
in greatly reduced majorities. It was
not thought the complete returns
would be available before late tonight
or tomorrow.
The city of Detroit voted overwhelmingly in fuvor of municipal ownership
of street railways, according to this

You Will Think Us Later for the

OFFICERS AND DIKIXi'diiS

STATE OF MICHIGAN

jfi

)iJf

That You Open a Savings Account at this Bank.

ing discreet and also desirous of tips,
never Voiced flis real opinion of Mr.

.

-

KjiUty

NO TIPS ALLOWED.

Washington, April 8. Lieutenant
F. J. Reynolds Landis, United States
military attache at Rome "tipped"
the doorkeeper of the American embassy in the Eternal City, only to find
that his government would not stand
the expense. Each of three quarterly accounts of the officers contained
Comptroller
$1.93 for these "tips."
Of the Treasury Tracewell today held
that gratuities to a doorkeeper were
not authorized by law

district passenger
C. A. Melin,
agent, for, the. Nickel Plate Railway ANOTHER POLAR PARTY
i
company,-Vwhhheadquarters in Denin
came
last night on a short
ver,
IS LOST IN THE ICE
business , visit.
' A'.' A. 'Gallegos, a member of the
board of county commissioners, who
UNDLR
EXPEDITION,
GERMAN
has been a visitor here for the past
MEETS A
SCHROEDER-STANZ- ,
two day's 3eft this afternoon from his
HARD FATE

. Brown of Puarrived here yesterday." Mrs..
Brown returned to Pueblo last night,
but Mr, Brown will remain in the
city for a few days on business.
Mrs. A. H. Bernhardt, in company;
with her son, Webster, and ner aaugn- ter, Anna, came in last night from
Alliance, Neb. They will be visitors
here for a few weeks with friends.
J. S. Lea, vice president of the
Citizens Bank at Roswell and one
of 'the1 most' iromirient citizens of
that city, came in last night from
his home fur, a shortrbusiness'visit.
C. A. Hahn and H. L. Galles, representatives for the Cadillac Automo-bildrove in last night
company,
from Albuquerque for a short business visit. They put up at the Whal.
en garage.
irs. H. W. Houf and children iktt
leiHt night for Cleveland, Ohio, where
TEXAS MASTER BAKERS
they wfll reside until Dr. Houf has
8.
The etftabllHlmd himself In his new locaFort Worth, Tex., April
to
Asfcociauon of Master Hates tion in Txa. Dr. "Houf exp.-c(
tli!
of
ib- - JatW purl
ami'iul M'tivirriiioii
ililfi-;iill- i
!
),!
:

phany church, the ltev. Randolph M.
McKlm officiating. A large reception
at the Claxton home in Connecticut
avenue will follow the ceremony at
the church.

HV

BE

10

ALLOWED

'

3

T-.'-

LAXTO N WEDDING.
Washington, D. C, April 8 Southern society in the national capital is
much interested in the wedding of
Miss Claire Claxton, daughter of the
United States Commissioner of Education and Mrs. Philander P. Claxton,
and Mr. Dale Redmond Mayo, Jr., of
Knoxville, Tenn. The marriage will
take place tomorrow evening at Epi-
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SOCIETY DIREGTORY
CHAPMAN

A.

COLUMN
FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER-

TISEMENTS
cents per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less
than two
Patient Doctor, what Is the best line. All advertla space
mentc charged
;ure for gout?
Doctor A small Income. It cures will be booked at space actually set,
ou b) not permitting you to have it. without regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.
BRIDGE.
Flv

It
am

Mimes
OPTIC'S

NUMBER.

MAIN

ft.

For Rent

CD

Three front rooms,
720 Main avenue.

nished.

FOR RENT

Four furnished
Electric lights and bath.
glas avenue.

"They Bay bridge is responsible I01
a lot of nervous breakdowns."
"I know it. It won't be long before
we''U have to go to an asylum for a
really good game."

FOR RENT

STRIKE.

NEW Acme

511

Modern

fur-

rooms.
922 Dou-

flat

furnished

Ninth street

Far Sato

Chaffin Livery Barns.

FOR

SALE Remington typewriter
for sale at a bargain, either cash
or on time payments. Owner leaving town. Address P. O. Box 533.

KNIGHT8 OF
Msets

THIAS

Monday eva
in
Cast
YlalUa
Hall.
ry
nitig

Kuights ar- - ord
ally invited. Chas
Mebachner, Chaa
ellor Command
Keeper of Record

C;

Arrive

Bepsn

No. 2
PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
No. 4
8. Meets first and third Fridays
8
at 7:80 p. m, in Masonic Temple, No.
No. 10
Mrs, J. O. Rutledje, Worthy Ma-

Telephone Main

329.

9:10
11:05
2:05
1:45

o'clock. Visiting members are
J. C. Werti
cordially welcome.
president; J. T. Buhler secretary
C. H. Bally, treasurer.

p. m

9:15
11:05
2:10
2:10

p. m

a. m
p. m

p

1

No.

3...
7...

a
a

.

1:20
6:10
4:20
6:35

..

9. .

.

m...
m...
m...

p.

a.
p.

1:45 p.
6:15 a. m
4:30 v
7:00 p.

p. m...

Meet in the Forest of brotherly

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hnt
Attorneys-at-La-

New MtHm

Las Vegas.

love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Fridays
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H,
Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk.

DENTISTS

E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIIT
Crockett Building.
Visiting members are especially Office
Main lit
Telephone
welcome and cordially rnvited.
Main
House Telephone
DR.

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54 1
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
I. O. of B. B. Meet
Dentist
every first
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
Dental work of any description
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 moderate
prices.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 13
Isaac Appel
cordially invited.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec

retary.

Household furniture, new KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS,
COUN
Singer sewing machine, at a bar
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
gain, four tent cottages. All in ex
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
cellent condition. 714 Main Ave.
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem
bers are cordially Invited. Richard
Papa Tommy, here la a nickel and FOR SALE White Wyandotte day
Devine, G. K.; Frank AngeL F. S.
you must go right to bed.
old chicks, $10 to 12 per hundred.
I want
Tommy (aged six) Nix-niMrs. M. E. Johnson,
Humboldt,
more pay and longer hours.
Kan. R. R. 2.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All visiting brethren cordially invited to at
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
1.

BABY CHICKS

Fine purebred single and Rose Comb Reds, Barred
Rocks, 10 cts. Mrs. Geo. Tudor,
Osage City, Kan.
for

$1.50

Old stock BCored
William GriggB, B. P. O.
M.

ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially Invited. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; B. W. Condon, Secretary.

Lost
LOST

Collie pup.
Telephone
Raynolds, 1037 Seventh street.

Jabot with gold pin set with
pearls. Return to Mrs. .S. B. Davis,
Jr., 506 Columbia.

Cough Medicine for Children
Too much care cannot be used in
selecting a cough medicine for children. It should be pleasant to take,
contain no harmful substance and b
most effectual. Chamberlain's Cough

Remedy meets these requirements
and is a favorite with the mothers of
young children everywhere. For sale
by all dealers.
There is no case on record of a
cold or la grippe developing
into bronchitis, pneumonia or consumption after Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound has been taken. The genRefuse
uine is in a yellow package.
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.

cough,

Rheumatism as a result of kidney
trouble, stiff and aching Joints, backache and sore kidneys will all yield to
the use of Foley Kidney Pills. They
are tonic In action, quick in results,
curative always. W. S. Skelton, Stanley, Ind., says: ''I would not take
$100.00 for the relief from kidney trou-bl- e
I received from one single box of
Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store.

LOST

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
"Vat makes der corn stalk so?"
Notice is hereby given to all tax"Dot is because its family is all
payers In Precinct No. 29 of the
composed of kernels."
county of San Miguel, that 1 will be
in my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, b&
MATERNAL INTUITION.
tween the hours of 8 a. rr. and 5 p
m., until the 30th day o' April, 1913,
to receive returns if all taxable property. Those failing to do so within
the specified time will be assessed
by me according to section 4035 of
t
the compiled laws of 1897 and a
of 25 per cent will be Imposed
on those who fall to make returns
East Las Vegas, N. M., March 16

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 Jba. or More,
1,000 lbs. to 2,000
200 lbs. to 1,000
50 lbs. to .200
Less than 54 lbs.

I

Each Delivery

ha. Each Delivery
lbs., Each Delivery
lbs. Each Delivery
Each Delivery

20c per 109 lbs.
Z5c

pr 191 lb.

30c per 100 lbs,
40c per 108 lbs.
60c per 111 1st.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aas
Lasting Qualities of Which Have. Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

pen-lay-

A rVTrT'

Are Best

1913.

MANDEL

A. SANCHEZ,
Assessor.
H. D. YOUNG,
Deputy.

CARRIAGE

AND
Mrs Pig Now, Curly, when you're
at the party I want you to behave like
a perfect hog!
Appreciation.
you were
touched by
piiuiii yodng Mr. Uuffiioo wrote to
V'tuV Mid Muude
M.iiui's
"Y,"

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

HER. MAN

429 GRAND AVE.

iiiii.id

a'

.jftftaY

m

Market Finders

Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BFY the particular thing la worth most

?

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST w someoaa
who reads the ada. in this newspaper and would lever hear at
your property unless tt were advertised here.
Others, who read and ana er ads, in this newspaper want ad
books, autonaoWIea, used machintry
and furniture, article of liswfulnoiss of any sort, and wiulcal

are anxious to pay eash for)

"Ho

"J!mI ii whsi 1,1,1 h
fii,4 pifiu"
" Amt'
tuiv
v.,, 1 . int inuci
Irouljlis (1,1 iiiin
(ciilw )l H It

PETER P. MACKEL
MOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
)r1WM)iJ HuUl.lrig',
Unttd

At

I's-im-

!

I nlii:u i

firfiy

r

p. a

WEST BOUND
No.

FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO. No.
102 Mees every Monday
night at No.
O. R. C. HaU, on Douglat avenue.at

FOR SALE

eggs

.

li

FOR SALE Our store in town. Stop
in and see about this if you are in
terested. Perry Onion.

WHITE Wyandotte
15, $6.00 for 1000.
from 90 to 94.
Wagon Mound, N.

NO.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-- i
Harry Martin,
Oula.r conclave sec. d Tuea--f and SeaL
day In each month at Masonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H. L. o. O. MOOSE
Meets second ami
KlnkeL E.
Chas. Tarn me. Refourth Thursday
evening eaJ
corder.
month at W. O. W. Hall. Vlutiai
brothers cordially Invited. Dr. B
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
W. Houf. Dictator:
TbomMt.
AL ARCH MAs6nS Regtlar con
Secretary.
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonio
LOCAL TIME CARS
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H,
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
EAST BOUND
Blood. Secretary.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA

dress form for sale
cheap. Address W., Optic.

AUTOMOBILE,

Phone Main

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
4
brothers cordially invited. WnuP. Mills.
W. M, H. 8 .Van Petten, Secretary.

8

FOR SALE Buggy, harness and four
year old gentle driving horse. Call

MILITARY.

LODGE

PuRADO

EL

M.

tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.

FOR RENT

o
o
o
o
o
0

LODGE NO. 2. A. F.

II

RATES

CAFl

SHORT ORDERS AND RtGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST G0OD3 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

10
1
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L3BBY RESTAUR A.NT
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MESSAGE

Brief Document Tells Purpose of
Extra Session.
TARIFF

MUST ALTER

Liwmakin

Asked

DUTIES

to

Square the
Schedule! With the Actual
Facts of Industrial and
Commercial Life.

.

President
Washington, April 8.
Wilson's message, read today to the
senate and bouse at the beginning ot
the extra session, was a brief, pointed document setting forth iu general
terms what congress is expected to do
in the matter of tariff revision.
The
message was as follows:
To the Senate and House of Representatives:
I have called the congress together
in extraordinary session because a
duty was laid upon the party now in
power at the recent elections which it
ought to perform promptly, in order
that the burden carried by the people
under existing law may be lightened
as soon as possible and in order, also,
that the business interests of the
country may not be kept too long in
suspense as to what the fiscal changes
are to be to which they will be required to adjust themselves. It is clear
to the whole country that the tariff
duties must be altered. They muBt
be changed to meet the radical alteration in the conditions of our ecnomic
life which the country has witnessed
within the last generation.
While the whole face and method of
our industrial and commercial
life
were being changed beyond recognition the tariff schedules have re- -'
mained what they were before the
change began, or have moved in the
direction they were given when no
large circumstance of our industrial
development was what it is today.
Our task is to square them with the
actual facts. The sooner that is done
the sooner we shall escape from suffering from the facts and the sooner
our men of business will be free to
thrive by the law of nature (the nature of free business) instead of by
the law of legislation and artificial arrangement
Business Not Normal.
We have seen tariff legislation
wander very far afield in our day-v- ery
far indeed from the field in which
our prosperity might have had a normal growth and stimulation. No one
who looks the facts squarely In the
face or knows anything that lies beneath the surface of action can fail to
perceive the principles upon which
recent tariff legislation has been
based. We long ago passed beyond
the modest notion of "protecting" the
industries of the country and moved
boldly forward to the Idea that they
were entitled to the direct patronage
of the government. For a long time
a time so long that the men now active
In public policy hardly remember the
conditions that preceded It we have
sought in our tariff schedules to give
each group of manufacturers or producers what they themselves thought
that they needed in order to
maintain a practically exclusive
market as against the rest of the
world. Consciously or unconsciously,
we have built up a set of privileges
and exemptions from competition behind which it was easy by any, even
the crudest, forms of combination to
organize monopoly; until at last nothing Is normal, nothing is obliged to
Btand the tests of efficiency and economy, in our world of big business, but
everything thrives by concerted arrangement. Only new principles of
action will save us from a final hard
crystallization of monopoly and a
complete loss of the influences that
quicken enterprise and keep independent energy alive.
It is plain what those principles
must be. We must abolish everything
that bears even the semblance of privilege or of any kind of artificial advantage, and put our business men
and producers under the stimulation
of a constant necessity to be efficient,
economical, and enterprising, masters
of competitive
supremacy,
bptter
workers and merchants than any in
the world. Aside from the duties laid
upon articles which we do not, and
probably cannot, produce, therefore,
and the duties laid upon luxuries and
merely for the sake of the revenues
they yield, the object of the tariff duties henceforth laid must be elective
competition, the whetting of American wits by contest with the wits of
the rest of the world.
Development, Not Revolution.
It would be unwise to move toward
this end headlong, with reckless

haste, or with strokes that cut at the
very roots of what has grown up
amongst us by long process and at
our own invitation. It does not alter
a thing to upset it and break it and
deprive it of a chance to change. It
destroys it. We must make change
In our fiscal laws, in our fiscal system,
whom? object Is development, a more
free and
development, not
rtol Jliou or upxel or r.oiifufcioo. V.'e
e
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To Borne not accustomed to the excitements and responsibilities of
greater freedom our methods may in
some respects and at some points
seem heroic, but remedies may be
heroic and yet be remedies. It is our
business to make sure that they are
genuine remedies. Our object is clear
tf our motive is above just challenge
und only an occasional error of judgment is chargeable against us, we
shall be fortunate.
We are called upon to render the
country a great service in more matters than one. Our responsibility
should be met and our methods should
be thorough, as thorough as moderate
and well considered, based upon the
facts as they are, and not worked out
as if we were beginners.
We are to
deal with the facts of our own day,
with the facts of no other, and to
make laws which square with those
facts. It is best, indeed it Is necessary, to begin with the tariff. I will
urge nothing upon you now at the
opening of your session which can obscure that first object or divert our
energies from that clearly defined
duty. At a later time I may take the
liberty of calling your attention tc reforms which should press close upon
the heels of the tariff changes, if not
accompany them, of which the chief
is the reform of our banking and currency laws; but just now I refrain.
For the present, I put these matters
on one side and think only of this one
thing of the changes in our fiscal
?ystem vvhich may best serve to open
once more the free channels of prosperity to a great people whom we
vould serve to the utmost and
throughout both rank and file.
WOODROW WILSON.

The White House, April
WOMEN

KNOWN

8, 1913.

JEWELS

BY

Each

Article of Adornment Is Observed and Carefully Catalogued
by Society.
A woman

frequently changes her
face and always her gown, while to
change her jewels is an event calling
for chronicle, Richard Barry writes lu
the New York Times.
T"
"Is that Mrs.
in box
I heard one woman ask another the
other night.
"Let me see," replied her companion, seizing the glasses. "No. Mrs.
has sapphires surrounding
a pearl in her pendant.
That has
It is Mrs.
emeralds.
"Who Is that next to her?"
"With the cross of diamonds and
the jade stomacher?"
"No. With the oval brooch set
with opals."
"Oh!
That is Mrs.
brooch, but it doesn't look like her
daughter, only she never will let any
one wear her opals; 'lucky for her,
unlucky for another' is her idea. What
has she done to her face?"
These women, their dependents and
their intimates hold their jewels in

OLD

Bruges, Belgium. At the beginning
the fourteenth century Bruges was
city of 200,000 inhabitants. It was
not only ,the most important city in
Flanders, but next to Venice the
greatest trade center in the world.
i Its harbor
was filled with ships, and
its people were enormously wealthy.
Their homes were filled with every
Their churches and public
luxury.
buildings were beautiful, and the
were decorated with precious
gems, beautiful windows and exquisite
carvings.
Art flourished as the town grew
richer, and it produced such painters
as Van Eyck and Hans Memlinc.
Then came an awful blight upon
the city. The zivijn, or chanenl,
which connected Bruges with the sea
became clogged up with sand and
mud. At first it was only tb largest ships that could not get paBt, but
gradually the sand became so high
that it formed a bank across the
zivijn and Bruges was cut off from
the sea. And with the loss of trade
the town became deserted and fell
Into decay. The people that remained behind became so poor that almshouses had to be stationed throughout the city and it fell upon the
church to support them. Even to
this day out of the 55,000 inhabitants
it still retains, 11,000 are paupers.
It is a very sad old town and seems
to be in a dreamy slumber from
which even the gayest sunshine cannot awaken it. Its brilliant glory has
faded, but a mellower beauty is left
that is still more poetic and alluring.
The belfry alone seems to have
lived through the past, and it rises
high in the market place like an old
mother watching her sleeping children.
The belfry is the heart and
soul of Bruges.
In olden days a
watchman was stationed here always
to signal the approach of enemies or
the breaking out of fire.
In the square below, the belfry
market Is held, and here everything
can be bought from a piano to a
collar-buttoIn the corner of the
market place is the famous chapel of
the Holy Blood. In the under 'part of
the chapel are a number of cold, damp
cells where the people go to pray.
In the upper chapel, which is very
gorgeously decoratetd, the relic of the
of
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eyes.
"Uncle Daniel," she said, "if I had
my way I'd take him home."

"Start an orphan asylum for children who still have two parents. So?"
he replied.
"You do poor folks, in general, an
Injustice, uncle," Bhe retorted. "Remember there is no reason under the
sun why you should not have been
born that little miserable
wretch back there on the corner and
half-starve- d

he

you."
"The saints be praised, was Uncle
Daniel's answer.
Presently they drew up before a big
brown stone mansion and the two
entered. Gay times there were that
night within the four walls of that
spacious home. Dancing and music
and a dinner.
The old hall clock was just striking
two as a girl in a black sealskin
coat came slowly down the stairs.
She stopped at the landing and peered
over her shoulder and seeing no one

yawned.

He started and trembling reached
for the button.
She was speaking again. His face

fell.

"Jarvis, you must drive me down
town this minute. You must."
Jarvis shook his head and went to
close the door. Instantly she held
out a crisp bill. The driver of automobiles was all smiles now.
Once out into the night she noticed
that the weather had changed. It
was colder and the stars were brightly shining. Everything wet had frozen.
The car noiselessly glided through the
lanes of dark houses and presently
drew up and stopped at a street corner.
The girl in the sealskin jumped
from the car before it had fairly stopped. Horror was written on every
line of her face. There on the sidewalk, in the pale arc light, lay a little crumpled bundle of humanity.
With a muffled shriek she ran to it,
gathered it up in her arms and in
a trice was inside her car.
"Jarvis! Home!" she cried and
stripping off her coat wrapped it about
the little frozen figure. As she brushed
the hat from where it had fallen on
his face the horror left her own.
The little lad's unconscious lips were
pursed for a kiss and two frozen little tears hung from two partially
"

Ancient House

Jewels the center of attention; jewels which mark the distinctive elements of personality. From
the tiny necklace, which is the joy
of the newest debutante, to the
sturdy stomacher which is the consolation of the oldest dowager, jewels
proclaim, define, limit, differentiate,
society.

half-bake- d

The Queen and Gambling.
Though the queen is to accompany
the king to the grand national next
month, she retailing her dislike for
Hut some years ago when
gambling.
the royal party was traveling down by
rail for the derby, the lam King
proponed a half crown sweep.
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frozen eyelids.
The girl fell

fast to chafing his
hands and Jarvis, looking back, drove
all the harder.
The sun rose like a great ball ot
gould out of the east. Presently Its
rays fell upon a wan little figure in
a big comfortable looking bed. Beside the bed knelt a girl; holding in
both her hands the smaller ones of a
child. She gazed longingly Into his
face while the good old doctor on the
other side of the bed looked on and
smiled.
t

I

have another river.
The bed of the new river (and will
lies
somebody please name
it?)
through the solid rock wrhich holds
Manhattan Island from being swept
away. It stretches down from Yonk-er- s
to the lower east side, and then
branches over through Brooklyn and
eventually will reach Staten Island,
so to speak, the Narrows of New York Bay.
When the big spigot that will start,
it flowing is turned on it will run
from the Catskill mountains and will
proviJe all the drinking and bathing
material that the
and
city great as it ever may become
Is ever likely to need.
The new river is (here we name,
atfer eulogizing, our candidate), the
Catslill Aqueduct. And the most wonderful tbing about it is that its bed
has teen literally shot, right througa
the longitudinal center of Manhattan
Inland v.'thout jarring a patient iu a
hospital bed, without holding up a
btroet car, without disturbing a single building and without even making
enough lues to apprise the averajw
citizen, sitting at home or in a cabaret show (and it's passed under both)
that it was being done.
New York really hasn't begun to
realize, or even think about this engineering job, which is quite as big, its
workers say, as the Panama canal and
infinitely more interesting (meaning
difficult) than the Central American
ditch job.
From the standpoint of the layman,
as represented by a reporter who went
through part of the new riverbed, the
most interesting thing is the size of
the big hole, the accuracy with which
it has been bombarded out of solid
rock, and the lack of ostentation with
which It has made its way from the
most northern to the most southern
part of town.
Suppose, for instance, Mr. Layman,
that you were given the job of dynamiting a tunnel which would be just
14 feet in diameter, in a
perfect circle
because you have to line it with concrete to make a
tube how
would you go about it?
Wouldn't you first throw up both
hands and say: "Gee, I'm afraid my
pardynamite will blow out a
allelogram?" And then wouldn't you
give it up, especially if you had a
dollar building somewhere up above you
And then suppose you had some ad'
ded conditions, for instance, if you
must have at least 150 feet of "good"
rock above your tunnel, so as not to
under-riverin-
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N. Y, (Special. "It is
that I recommend Duffy's
Pure Malt Whiskey, which I can con- scientiously say restored me to perfect
with pleasure
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medicine promptly

Mrs. D. Evans.

Duffy's Pure
LlaSt

7hlskcy

universally indorsed by leading
clergymen, doctors, educators, nurses,
lawyers, as well as business men and
women in all walks of life, as one of the
world's greatest medicines and tonic
stimulants.
All druggists, grocers and dealers,
$1.00 a large bottle. Be sure you get
the genuine; substitutes are injurious.
is

The Duffy Malt Whiskey

Rochester, N.

Co,

ti-.-

Y--

interlere with any possible future
foundations, or water pipes or gas or
electric mains. Considerable joob,
what?
Not at all. Quite easy. First you
sink your shaft. What's a shaft? Why
a vertical hole, made first by a diamond drill whose boring come up
through an interior pipe. You sink
s
this until you have solid,
rock. Having enlarged the shaft until it will admit elevators and carry
cars and
men and little narrow-gaugsunk it to the required depth, you
start to make your horizontal bore
that
job of blowing out
a circular hole just 14 feet iu diameter.
This, too, is nothing whatsoever,
the reporter learned when he got to
the foot of one of these shafts, Xo. 17,
at Forty-firs- t
street and Sixth avenue, which is some 2,"j0 feet below
Bryant Park.
All the engineers do, he was told, is
to lay out, roughly, the upper half of
a
circle against the rock, then
drill half a dozen holes, inward and
downward, in a smaller half circle,
diameter. Then they
say of a
put dynamite in these, touch it off,
and the crash tears out a good part of
the required 14 feet, pretty much in
a half circle. Next, holes are drilled
in a half circle of something like ten
feet diameter, lighter charges are put
in and there yon are.
That upper half circle is called the
"heading" of the tunnel. The completing part is known as the "bench"
That is drilled and blown out much
more easily, because the tripod pneu
matic drilling machines can be used,
Altogether, though to hear the en- gineers tell it- - that part of the job is
perfectly simple. Also it comes near-- !
ly being simply perfect. In a couple
of miles of tube through which the
reporter was conducted, where the
concrete lining was being put in place.
there wasn't a single spot where the
blasts had torn out more than two
feet of additional rock.
Of course, there was some little con-- '
cern about the keeping of the dyna-- ;
mite. At each shaft, several thousand
pounds at a time had to be stored for
use. The city wouldn't allow this to
be Kept above ground, because it
might endanger hundreds of persons
every minute. The tunnel builders
didn't want to keep it directly at the
bottom of the shaft, for it might blow
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AT UNVEILING.

Hattiesburg, Hiss., April s. In
Trinity church in this city there was
unveiled this afternoon a costly memorial window, believed to be the
only tribute of the church in America to the venerable Society for the
Propagation of the Gospel. The so
ciety, which has Its headquarters in
London, Is one of the oldest Protestant missionary organizations in the
;
,
world.
The unveiling was accompanied l:yr
impressive ceremonies attended by
many eminent representatives of iher
Episcopal church gathered litre for
the annual council meeting of the
Mississippi diocese. The Rev. Dr.
Simpson-Atmorrector of Trinity;
church, presided at the exercises and
the Rt. Rev. Theodore Eratton, bishop of Mississippi, performed the unveiling ceremony. The Rt. Rev. Edwin G. Weed, bishop of Florida,
preached the sermon. The memorial
was accepted In behalf of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospe'i
by a representative of Bishop Courtney of New York, who is the only
vice president of the society in tha
United ' States.
The design of the window is
"Christ the Sower." The forty bishops of the Episcopal church in America, together with the late J. Pier-poMorgan and other leading laymen, contributed to thrt fund for its
erection. Contributions were receive:!
from the Rt. Hon. Arthur J. Balfour,
the lord bishop of Southwell, Uin
archdeacon of Nottingham and a
number of others. A message, of
greeting from his grace the archbishop of Canterbury was read at ilia
unveiling.
e,
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A CARD

This is to certify that all druggists
are authorized to refund your money
if Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
fails to cure your cough or cold. John
Iiernet, Teii, TYis,, states: "1 used
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for
five years, and it always elves the)
Lest of satisfaction and always cures
a cough or cold." Refuse substitutes.
O. fi. Schaefer and Red Cross Brus

or four paths leading around corners.
Then, at the entrance of each of these,
a huge doori
upon the
Co.
was built with steel bands. This was
left ajar. If the dynamite had ex--i
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from it would
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health. I was unsuccessfully doctoring
for bronchitis when I was recommended
to take Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey.
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MRS. D. EVANS.

Syracuse.
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street, under the Harlem river, to 4TS.
Then it comes up again, after passicS
through Morningside Park and along
Columbus avenue, to 2C7 feet at Ono
Hundred and Sixth Btreet.
Traveling almost due south then
along Sixth avenue, after running beneath Central Park, It goes upward aa
near the earth as 205 feet at Twenty-fourt- h
Btreet.
But when the engineers got downtown to Sixth street,
they encountered something that really" was serious. They ran into the ancient bed of the East river.
limi ,
It seems that in
that stream ran straight across Manhattan, without its present curve, an !
it wore away the rock to a very considerable extent. At Sixth street thn
borings for Shaft No. 19 went 75'1 feet
deep before they discovered rexk solid enough to run a tunnel through.
That meant a sheer drop of the tui9
for 545 feet from the depth at wtairli
it had been run from further uptown.
So down it went.
Now, if you'd take tie Woolworth,
l uilding, and turn
it upside dowa
and sink it, so that its street entrances would be the uppermost part
and flush with Shaft .o. 19's moutti
at Clinton street, its highest peak (o?
lowest as it then would l'e would just
touch the level of the Aqueduct tube.
At practically the same depth
tunnel crosses under the East river
aiitl enters Brooklyn.
It jumps tip
from the
level to a
level at Sands street, and then, at
Fort Greene park, reaches sea level
for the first time since it left a reservoir at Yonkera cal'ed the 11:11
View basin.
Crossing the Narrows to Richrcond.
the new river will be more or less
tiny. Its course will be through at
36 inch pipe laid in a subterraneaa
trench about eight feet below the hot
torn of the bay. It will empty at last
into the Silver Lake reservoir in the
heart of Staten Island.
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New York, April 8. Before a great
many months New York is going to
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MARVELOUS FEAT OF ENGINEER- ING IS BEING CONDUCTED BY
EXPERTS

Ali-'a- e
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"I fell;
" I' .1

Bruges.

After a while the door opened and
uncle Daniel came in. He stood-athe foot of the bed and looked at the
Spears a Cowfish.
sight before him and then a tear
cow-!i
New York That big herd of
slowly crept into his eye.
li which graz'-fields
In Hie
the good old doctor
Suddenly
t
one of nodded bi head, picked up bid satchel
off U;e const of Florida,
J
ii
when
on Jan, )!),
and left the. room.
'h" f niui-- oanil'ii'n mine aloiig on
"The biiiti'ts be priuiseii, waa ail Un't'hn thiiiier ran i.'ito ci.! iMtiUl toulil My.
(,o;Mi
iel It iuf.t on lief
jll.e f,i li
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Holy Blood is kept. Once a year, on
May 2, it is carried through the
streets of Bruges at the head of a
great procession and taken to the
Cathedral of St. Sauvour and placed
on the high altar while mass is celebrated. On this day the city is full
of strangers, and it is decorated with
flags, music is played in the streets
and candles burn at every window in
Pruges. At one side of the city, sit
uated on the Minnewater, which was
rnc" the harbor of Pruges, is the
Mrsjuinage. It is an order of nuns.
'T'bese nuns are free to enter the
worid at any time they choose.
The people of Bruges live very
rnueli iu their own narrow sphere and
let the world wag as it will. They
3o not care what the world is doing
ind their daily topics are the scandal
aTid the gossip of the town.
They
eather at the market place each, day
to talk over the affairs of Bruges as
if it were the center of the world,
but in the long winter evenings when
the old men and women are gathered around the fire they speak to
fh" rhildren not of Bruges as it is or
ir'sht be tomorrow, but of its glorious
past, and of the days when the city
was tilled with merchants, dukes and
princes; of the days when boats came
troni all over the world into the harbor and the flogs of all nations float-?- d
over Bruges,

Sunshine, Plants and Girls.
Sunlight is so important to life that
it is little wonder that sun worshipers
prevailed in primitive days. Plant a
potato in your celhr, u;rl if there is a
little light the potato will sprout and
try to grow. Surround it with the best
fertilizer, water it, and do the best you
can for it except that you keep it in the
dark, and it cannot digest and grow.
See how slender and pule it is! The
process of digestion, the great function
of assimilation, enrnot go on without
sunshine. Nature's laws are the same
in the animal world. It is just as true
that the only girls with red cheeks
and sweet breaths, the only girls who
become fully ripe and sweet, are those
who baptize thsmselves fully in glorious sunshine. The many pale girls who
are to be seen with a bloodless,
sort of face, whose walk, whose
voice and whose whole expression is
devoid of 6pirit, are not half ripe.

,

your sympathy."
She took her handkerchief from her

-

size."
So it goes.

I

eyes.
A rather harsh voice pierced the
silence. It came from a man sitting
beside her.
"You women beat all," he said,
"Every little brat on the street excites

went quickthrough the
ly TiptoS'back througli" the- hall-an- d
into the rear pert of the house. After
a deal of feeling about she arrived
at a door and softly knocked. Some
one in the room noisily got out of
bed, switched on the light and opened
the door.
"Jarvis," she whispered, "turn the
light out and don't say a word."
The chauffeur blinked his eyes and

After a moment she releases the
glasses with a satisfied smile. "At
any rate," she observes, "they are
perfectly matched and just the right

hi ;

The little fellow stood there alone,
bravely battling with the elements;
the fiercely blowing wind, the whirl
of snow and frozen rain. She hesitated a moment and then leaning forward put her mouth to the speaking
tube.
"Draw up at the left curb, Jarvis,"
she said.
The chauffeur with a surprised look
obeyed and brought the big car up
to the curb, opposite the lone little
figure on the sidewalk. Quickly pulling her boa about her neck the girl
alighted. The little child looked up
and instinctively held out his cold
blue hand. A shining quarter fell
therein and the little fingers worked
hard to close upon it Almost sickened by the sight she turned as if to
enter the car but suddenly faced about
and leaning over, took the little fellow's face between her hands and
kissed him on the lips. His face
brightened and then a sad look came
Into his eyes and two big tears rolled
down his cheeks.
The impatient driver threw the door
shut with a bang and with a scream
of the gears the big car went rolling
down the wet street. In the rear
seat the young lady was sitting, her
snow white handkerchief playing its
part valiantly about her streaming
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of course, were mantaiutd Ly ran-up ou the streets, which were can i
below oh, quite a routine thing, vj-which there's no use wasting spa. 4
to explain.
Crossing the ciiy line at a depth ot
245 feet, the new river bed drop
ti
near One Hundred and

For Crcnshiib

By GLENN H. WICHMAN.

Had 200,000 Population Six Centuries
Ago Was Next to Venice In Commercial Importance Deserted
When Sea Cut Off Town.

Their level and their general

ExccfSsiit Rsmcify

FLOW UNDER

Bruges, in Belgium, Once Greatest Town in World.

mine."

vitalize and devitalize
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CHRISTLIKE SYMPATHY

the affectionate regard that auother
group of women might hold their children. The entrance to the circle of
each new piece of jewelry is noted
and commented on carefully. It undergoes jealous observation at first.
Then if deserving it, it achieves a
place and is duly catalogued.
"Look!
There is that little Miss
Pretty. It's her first night. She's
barely eighteen, and see that siring of
I do think that is rushing
diamonds.
It a bit, don't you? They might wait
till the second year, at least, for a
necklace like that. However, give me
your glasses; they are better than

II
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Last tirtt at the city hall the East
Las Vegas Fire department gave a
jf j banquet ia honor of Retiring Chief j
1 Charles O'ilalley, who held the posi-- 1
j

It Makes the Best Bread
i

You Git It At

f

:iwlg IFe ilfeld
Goods Sect en Approval
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years ana csrme that uae was a
Another band meeting will be held i
piosl efficient officer. The affair
was attended by all the members of
( ia tie tt? hall tooorrcw
Eight aid j
the department and a number of
Una arrange-ien- ts
for the snmrner
WOMAN'S CLUB
seasez. t7. be made.
guests, persons who hare been inter
ested la the Ere department for many
On aeccit of various other aitrc- GO UPON A VISIT years.
The repast was prepared by the
if Lie bow lin
that was so '
( taTe
boys, assisted by George Satheriand,
p'ayed a:
sks dib list
ar.d was "some feed," to be frank.
I
rgit tetveea Lie Bar Vera and the
A
IN
SESSION
i Petes was postponed ctiii tie latter
COWER
tie banquet a number of
During
jAFTER
i
I
CIAL CLUB ROOMS IT WILL
toasts were given and a certificate
part cf tie week,
I
GO TO THE NORMAL.
.
Charlea O'Maliey for
j was presented
t
!
lis ten years" service. Judge D. R. !
evero
soe
aa
The "Worean's Cab of Las Vesas ! Mbitst of the city court made the
Jose Siaics
wled vesie-aftero' a will accept a i.i presentation speech to which Past i
d3T corilir at the v.r.
of Vr Fi. toicorrow
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